Parcel Pending Standard
by Quadient
Consumers around the world demand a
seamless parcel delivery and collection
experience, whether they’re buying online for
in-store pick-up, or having their items shipped
directly to them. The growth of e-commerce has
sharply increased the volume of packages being
delivered to stores, universities and homes, with
no signs of slowing. As a result, mailrooms and
logistics providers are becoming overwhelmed.
Parcel Pending Standard by Quadient is a smart,
automated, and secure pick-up and drop-off
solution. Our easy-to-use interface enables you
to track parcels and notify recipients of delivery
in real time. Pick-up takes seconds and lockers
can be made accessible 24/7 for convenient selfservice pick-up.
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IMPROVED OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY
Parcel lockers automate the parcel delivery,
collection, and return process, enabling staff
to focus on other high-value tasks. Deliveries
are made directly to the parcel locker by a
shipping carrier agent, removing the need
for intervention by a staff member – saving
time and cutting operational costs.

SECURE PARCEL
STORAGE
Quadient's Parcel Pending Standard is
constructed with a robust steel design that
keeps all parcels safe and removes any
liabilities from lost or stolen packages.
Packages are stored inside the designated
locker by courier agents and can only be
retrieved using a one-time PIN or barcode
provided to the recipient via email, SMS,
text-to-speech or on their mobile application.
Access to lockers can be made available
24/7 for convenient self-service pick-up.

CONTACTLESS
SOLUTION
Parcel Pending Standard can be configured
to enable contactless parcel delivery, return
and collection. Our contactless workflow
allows packages to be retrieved or loaded
into the machine in seconds, meaning no
long queues and a reduction in unnecessary
contact with the parcel locker and others.
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Web Tracking System (WTS)
Bring full visibility into your internal delivery process by integrating
Quadient’s Web Tracking System (WTS). WTS is a cloud-based solution
that tracks parcels and other important mail in real time from receipt and
transit, through to final delivery.

Indoor Locker System
FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATIONS
Parcel Pending by Quadient's indoor locker systems are
designed and engineered specifically for your needs.
Regardless of the available space or design of your area,
our talented engineering team will collaborate with your
staff to create an electronic locker solution that maximizes
the space you have available.

BUILT WITH DURABILITY IN MIND
Industrial grade touchscreens and a rolled
steel construction for durability

VERSATILE
Customizable configurations with 5 locker
models that offer unique locker mixes

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Customer service available to on-site teams

CONVENIENCE AT ITS BEST
Contact-free parcel retrieval with
accessibility for all users

ADVANCED
Flexible APIs for seamless integration with
your software system

CUSTOMIZABLE SOLUTION
Design your parcel locker solution to match your
location’s specific requirements. Parcel Pending
by Quadient Lockers offer a variety of modular
configurations and can accommodate a wide range of
parcel dimensions. Customize your locker’s colors and
wraps to match your property’s branding or location
aesthetic.

Parcel Pending by Quadient is the leading provider
of parcel locker solutions and is present across a
variety of industries, including:
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